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The Integrated EagleIBDS-D project is attempting to integrate constructive, aggregate unit wargame models typically 
used for analysis, such as Eagle, with virtual, individual vehicle level simulations used for training, such as 
SIMNETIBDS-D. Within the project, that integration is achieved by making it possible for Eagle units of battalion size 
or smaller to be automatically disaggregated into their component vehicles in the virtual battlefield. Once disaggregated, 
the vehicles move and fight in the virtual simulation under the control of a Computer Generated Forces (CGF) sys tem. 
When their engagement is concluded, the vehicles are removed from the virtual simulation and the Eagle units are 
reaggregated. 
The Integrated EagJe/BDS-D project is a cooperative effort involving the TRADOC Analysis Center (TRAC) and the 
Institute for Simulation and Training (1ST). 1ST's participation is sponsored by STRICOM under contract 
N61339-92-K-0002. 1ST is involved in Computer Generated Forces research relevant to the linkage of constructive and 
virtual simulations. 
This document is 1ST's Work Plan for ECP 7 to the Integrated Eagle/BDS-D project. ECP 7 has two goals: 
l. Research the behavior specification mechanisms used in the Close-Combat Tactical Trainer' s Semi-Automated 
Forces (CCTI SAF) and Modular Semi-Automated Forces (ModSAF) and to investigate approaches to 
integrate the mechanisms to create a single behavioral specification mechanism. For example, the CCTI SAF 
includes behaviors determined as a result of an e tensive knowledge engineering process. As a research tool, 
experimental behavioral representation techniques have been developed in ModSAF. This research project will 
examine these and other aspects of the behavioral representation of these systems. 
2. Develop the class structure and instance obje ts for the Eagle Frame Model. This work involves the 
development of the CLOS Methods to replace KEE Primitives used by the Eagle runtime infrastructure. 
Building on previous work at 1ST, this task requires changes to Eagle code which will touch every file that is 
a part of the Eagle system, some of them requiring major changes, others only minor changes. 
In this document, the plan for each goal is presented separately for clarity. The plan for Goal 1 was prepared by 
Robert Franceschini; the plan for Goal 2 was prepared by Michael Myjak. 
Goal 1: Research Resolution of Behavior Representation Methods of 
CCTT SAF and ModSAF 
To accomplish this goal, 1ST will research CCTI's CI 's, their implementation in the CCTI SAF, and ModSAF's 
behavioral representation techniques. For this work, ModSAF version 1.5.1 will be used until version 2.0 becomes 
available, and then version 2.0 will be used for the remainder of the project. 
Task List 




Sub tasks (if any) 
Dependencies 
Task 1: Identify CIS's to examine. 
Task Description 




















set of CIS 's that have been implemented in the CCIT SAF. These CIS's will be selected so that approximately half 










Task 2: Understand CIS 's 
Task 3: Study CCIT implementation of CIS' s 
Task 4: Study ModSAF's behavior control mechanisms 
Task 2: Understand CIS 's. 
Task Description 
Study the CIS's selected in Task 1. The goal of this study is to understand the military doctrine behind each task, 






2.1 Examine CA TIask Database for selected CIS 's. 
2.2 Gather SME input on CIS' s. 
Dependencies 
Predecessors 
Task I: Identify CIS 's to examine. 
Successors 
Task 5: Construct detailed design for incorporation of CIS's into ModSAF. 
2.1 Examine CATTask Database for selected CIS's. 
Task Description 
The CATIask Database contains information about each of the CIS's implemented in the CCTI program. 1ST will 







2.2 Gather Subject Matter Expert (SME) input on CIS's. 
Task Description 
Gather appropriate Subject Matter Expert information about the CIS' s selected in Task I , as appropriate. SME' s 



























Task 3: Study CCTT implementation of CIS's. 
Task Description 
Examine the process devel oped in the CCTT program for developing and implementing CIS' s. The goal will be 
to understand the behavioral representation technique used in the CCTT SAF, including the relationship between 






3. 1 Read available papers on CIS development process. 
3.2 Examine process of implementing CIS 's in CCTT SAF. 
3.3 Examine source code of selected CIS 's from CCTT SAF. 
3.4 Discussions with CCTT SAF development team (focused on questions , lead by 1ST). 
3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presentation. 
Dependencies 
Predecessors 
Task 1: Identify CIS's to examine. 
Successors 
Task 5 : Construct detailed design for incorporation of CIS's into ModSAF. 
3.1 Read documentation on CIS development process. 
Task Description 
Identify and read documentati on on the CIS development process. Sources of papers include STRICOM (for 
technical report deliverables from the CCTT program) and published technical papers (e.g. Computer Generated 









3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presentation. 
3.2 Examine process of implementing CIS's in CCTT SAF. 
Task Description 
Study the process of developing CIS 's in the CCIT SAF. TIle CCTT program has developed a formal process for 
describing military tac ti cs and implementing them in a Computer Generated Forces system. An understanding of 





























3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presenta tion . 
3.3 Identify bindings between CCTT SAF architecture and behavioral representation techniques 
Task Description 
Examine the source code and documentation of the CIS's selected in Task I . The goal s will be to understand the 
implementation of CIS's in the CCTT SAF and to identify any bindings between the behavioral representation 









3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presentation . 
3.4 Discussions with CCTT SAF development team (focused on questions, lead by 1ST). 
Task Description 
Focused discussions about specific questions of process, content, or implementation of the CIS' s in the CCTT SAF 
with the SAF development team. Such discussions will occur during and after 1ST's in-depth study of the available 









3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presentation. 
3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presentation. 
Task Description 







3.1 Read available papers on CIS development process. 
3.2 Examine process of implementing CIS's in CCTT SAF. 
3.3 Examine source code of select d CIS's from CCTT SAF. 
3.4 Discussions with CCTT SAF development team (focused on questions, lead by 1ST). 
Successors 
None 
Task 4: Study ModSAF's behavior control mechanisms. 
Task Description 



























4. 1 Read available papers on Augmented Asynchronous Finite State Machines used in ModSAF. 
4.2 Iden ti fy and read avail able papers on behav ior implementations in ModSAF. 
4.3 Examine source code of selected behav iors in ModSAF. 
4.4 Prepare deli verable: Presentation. 
Dependencies 
Predecessors 
Task 1: Identify CIS 's to examine. 
Successors 
Task 5: Construct detail ed des ign for incorporati on of CIS's into ModSAF. 
4.1 Read documentation on Augmented Asynchronous Finite State Machines used in ModSAF. 
Task Description 
Identify and read documentation on Augmented As nchronous Finite State Machines (AAFSMs) in ModSAF. 
AAFSMs are the behavi oral spec ificati on mechanisms used in ModSAF. Sources of documentat ion include 
ModSAF internal documentation and published technical papers (e.g. Computer Generated Forces and Behavioral 









4.4 Prepare deliverable: Presentation . 
4.2 Identify and read documentation on behavior implementations in ModSAF. 
Task Description 
Identify and read documentation on implementations f behaviors in ModSAF. The goal is to understand how the 
AAFSM technique is applied in practice to specific behaviors . Possible sources of papers include ModSAF internal 
documentation and published technical papers (e.g . Computer Generated Forces and Behavioral Representation 









4.4 Prepare deliverable: Presentation . 
4.3 Examine source code of selected behaviors in ModSAF. 
Task Description 






























4.4 Prepare deliverable: Presentation . 
4.4 Prepare deliverable: Presentation. 
Task Description 







4.1 Read available papers on Augmented Asynchronous Finite State Machines. 
4.2 Identify and read available papers on behavior implementations in ModSAF. 
4.3 Examine source code of selected behaviors in ModSAF. 
Successors 
None 
Task 5: Construct design for incorporation clf CIS 's into ModSAF. 
Task Description 
Based on the research in Tasks 2, 3, and 4, design an approach for implementing the CIS's selected in Task 1 in 
ModSAF. The implementation approach may consist of a mixture of automated tools, manned translation, and 
recoding of algorithms. The goal is an approach that can be applied to other CIS's in addition to those selected in 






5.1 Produce plan based on CCTT CIS program. 
5.2 Produce rough schedule for implementing selected CIS ' s in ModSAF. 
5.3 Prepare deliverables: Presentation and Report. 
Dependencies 
Predecessors 
Task 2: Understand CIS's. 
Task 3: Study CCTT implementation of CIS's . 
Task 4: Study ModSAF's behavior control mechanisms. 
Successors 
None 
5.1 Produce plan based on CCTT CIS program. 
Task Description 





















behaviors. This plan may involve taking intermediate CIS representations as the starting point for conversion rather 









5.3 Prepare deliverables: Presentati on and Report. 
5.2 Produce rough schedule for implementing selected CIS's in ModSAF. 
Task Description 
Estimate the effort required to convert each Task I CI to ModSAF. Produce a sched ule from these estimates and 









5.3 Prepare deliverables: Presentation and Report. 
5.3 Prepare deliverables: Presentation and Report. 
Task Description 







5.1 Produce plan based on CCTT CIS program. 




Presentation combining 3.5, 4.4, and 5.3 results. 





















- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
4th Quarter 1st Quarter 2nd Quarter 3rd Quarter 4th Quarter 
Name Duration 
Start of Project Od 
1 . Identify CIS ' s to examine lw 
2. Understand CIS's 60d 
2.1 Examine CATTask Database for se l ected CIS's l2w 
2.2 Gather SME i nput on CIS's l2w 
3. Study CCTT implementation of CIS's 6Sd 
3.1 Read documentation on CIS development process lOw -
3.2 Examine process of implementing CIS ' s in CCTT SAF lOw I §IWJI1P,R 
3 . 3 Identify bindings between CCTT SAF architectur e a n d lOw 
3 . 4 Discussions wi t h CCTT SAF deve l opment team lOw 
3.5 Prepare deliverable: Presenta tion 3w 
4. Study ModSAF's behavior control mechanisms 6Sd 




4 . 2 Read documentation on behavior implementations in ModSAF 
4 . 3 Examine source code of se l ected behaviors in ModSAF 
4 . 4 Prepare deliverable: Presentation 3w 
S. Construc t design for incorporation of CIS's into ModSAF 60d 
5.1 Produce plan based on CCTT CI S program 8w 
5 . 2 Pr oduce rough schedule for implementing selected CIS's 8w <~ ~:.-&"w~t(.:~"'''' ~;~~'<:~ 
5 . 3 Prepare deliverables: Presentation and Report 4w 
End of Project Od • 
- - - - - - - - -
2. Understand 
CIS ' s 
6 0 d 
-
0/9/95 112/29/95 
3. Study CCTT 
implementati o n of 
Start of Projec 
Identify CIS'sl ~ 
o examine ~ , 16_ I 65d 
110 / 9/9511/5/96 
0/2/95 
Pr oject: CI S i n ModSAF 
Date: 10/2/95 
Name 
ID Dura t i o n 





5 . Co nstruct 
design f o r 
17 6 0 d 
/ 8 /96 3/29/96 
- -
I Critical I II Hll .. t ono II1II H'U ':~:J1J 
i i E E 
tonCriuca~ I Sumn ary I' Marked' 
- - - -
Od 
3/29/96 
- - - - - - -
2.1 Examine I 
CATTask Database i 
4 12w 
10/9/95 12/29/95 
2.2 Gather SME 
CIS's 
5 12w 
12/ 2 9/95 
Pro ject: CIS in ModSAr 





cheduled Start Schedu led rinish 
- - - - - - - - -
Critical I II M11 .. to. o II Iii Subproj ect III 
f OnCritica j I Summary " Mark _ d I 
- - - - - -




3 . 2 Examine 
process of 
8 I lOw 






with CCTT SAF 
10 lOw 
10/9/95 12/15/95 
Project : CIS in ModSA F 
Date: 10/2/95 
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
3.5 Prepare 
deliverable : 
11 3 .. 
12/18/95 1/5/ 96 
Name 
i 
I Critical I II HUutono 11111 MProlo.t,l] 
10 Duration 
~cheduled Start Scheduled Fin! sh ~~oncriticall I Summary I I Harked I 









source code of 
15 I lOw 
10/9/95 
-
Project : CIS i n Mod SAF 
Da te : 1 0/2/95 




ID Durati o n 
Scheduled Start Scheduled Finish 
I Crltlc-;!~ 
,. 'I 
foncritica~ i Sumll\ary 
[II Mpuj-o t III 
E E I Har ked I 
- - - - -
5.1 Produce plan 
based on CCTT CIS 
18 8w 
1/8/96 3/1/96 




Pro ject: CIS i n Mod SAF 
Date: 1 0/2/95 
- - - -
5.3 Prepare 
del i verable,, : 
20 4w 
- - -, - - -
3/4/96 3/29/96 
Name I Critlcal I II ~'uU"" II [V-= -~=· --· III 
10 Duration 
cheduled Start Scheduled Finish toncr~ Summary I' Hark_ d , 




















Goal 2: Develop the Class Structure and Instance Objects for the 
Eagle Frame Model 
Description 
This task requires changes to Eagle code which will touch every file that is a part of the Eagle system, some of them 
requiring maj or changes, others only minor changes. 
The initial load ing of the Eagle model is performed by a "build" process, in which the fil es containing specification data 
for all of Eagle's structures are loaded. The Eagle "build" process must be studied and documented, and the code which 
performs thi s function must be isolated and converted. Similarly, the preprocessor goes through a build process , loading 
many of the same files as the model and adding files needed to allow the user to generate scenari os . 
Existing data must be loaded into the knowledge bases once their structure has been built. This data is found in class data 
files, scenario input files, and hi story output fil es. Each of these types of files has a different format, which must be read 
and converted to the appropriate Eagle format. User (class) data files are * .data (lowercase) files . Scenario input files 
and history output files, are *.DATA (uppercase) files . A separate translation utility may be written to convert scenarios 
now being used by Eagle to a format more suitable for the revi sed Eagle. This will allow all scenarios now being used 
to continue being run after completion of this revi sion. 
As the data is read from a data file , the object structure (frame) for that class provides a template for storing the data. 
Data representing attributes of the object must be collected and stored as slot values by using the CLOS DEFCLASS . Data 
representing method names for the object must trigger the defi nition of those methods by means of the CLOS 
DEFMETHOD . 
In an object-oriented environment like CLOS, methods behave like functions. The principal difference between a 
function and a method is that a method operates only on the object or class of objects for which it is defined . For 
example, a method Foo for object BAR may or may not be a completely different method from the method Foo for the 
object BAZ. Determining which method belongs with which object is determined by the definition of a generic function, 
which acts as a template for defining methods, and a set of methods specialized through their arguments to particular 
classes of objects. 
Methods may be inherited by subclasses and instances , just as attributes are. Some work will have to be done to 
understand the hierarchy of Eagle objects. Understanding this structure is necessary to properly implement method 
inheritance. . 
KEE uses a primitive called UNITMSG to implement message-passing between objects. It provides an identifier for the 
object (which may be the name of the object or a pointer to the structure representing the object), the name of the method 
to be called, and the arguments for that method. CLOS allows methods to be called directly , if applicable to the object, 
instead of having a message-passing scheme. This is used by Eagle to build itself; telling an object where to locate slots 
containing file names or method names which in turn cause the loading of fi les and the construction of the knowledge 
~~. . 
Significant Sub-tasks 
The building of the Eagle model consists of building the structure to store the data and building the operations that 
will manipulate that structure. The significant sub-tasks are: 
Analyze and document the Eagle "build" pr cess. 
Convert object attribute data to slot values for use by DEFCLASS. 
Define CLOS methods using DEFMETHOD for data representing method names. 





















Test the new CLOS method. 
Task Schedule 
Estimated durati on of this task is 100 working days. Two people will work on thi s task, each working half-time. Thi s 
task is scheduled to begin on 2 October 1995 and should be completed by 1 March 1995. The start and end dates fo r this 
task include 4 days (two fo r travel and two for techni cal) for an Eagle SAR interim presentat ion. 
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